Great Bay Home’s Intellectual Property Rights

Great Bay Home is committed to protecting the reputation of its brand to help protect consumers from imitation products. We monitor eBay and maintain active membership in the Verified Rights Owners program (VeRO). We are committed to protecting our copyrights, trademarks and other intellectual property against unauthorized use. **Our name, logo, photographic images, and item descriptions that appear on our website, on our Amazon store, and our eBay store are protected by state, federal and international laws and may not be used without our permission.** Use of these pictures, text and graphics without permission from Great Bay Home violates federal copyright law. **If an infringement of our copyrights, trademarks or other proprietary rights is identified on eBay, we will notify eBay and request that the auction be cancelled.** The seller will be notified with our contact information.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Q: Why was my auction suspended?
A: Great Bay Home strictly enforces its copyrights, trademark rights and other proprietary rights against unauthorized use. We believe that your listings on eBay for Great Bay Home merchandise infringes upon our rights. Therefore, we request the eBay remove your listings.

Q: Can I use the Great Bay Home logo, or other properties owned by Great Bay Home to add to my auction listing?
A: No. You cannot use any logos or imagery on your auction. This would wrongfully imply that your auction is authorized, sponsored or approved by Great Bay Home and is in violation of state and federal trademark laws.

Q: Why did eBay let me post my listing if it was infringing?
A: eBay has insisted that it is unable to pre-screen all of its sales. Allowing a sale to be listed does not mean eBay has determined that your listing does not infringe Great Bay Home’s trademark or copyright rights.